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The Exponent
Wednesday, November 4, 1987

The University of Alabama in Huntsville

"Let us dure to read, think, speak and write."--John Adams

Learning time for parent, child

Children's Hour not just for children
by Stephen Awoniyi
news reporter
"Children's Hour" at UAH is not
really just one hour long. In fact, on
October 17, 1987, which was 'Craft
Day', it lasted well over two hours. It

was not a deliberate plan by the
program coordinators to extend the
duration of their activity that day; it
was the activity itself that generated so
much involvement that it riveted the
participants to their places. It is not
so, that the activities planned for the
hour are overly elaborate, or unusual;

Mayor Joe Davis visited the UAH Children's Hour recently during career
day.
(photo by Sheree Barnes)

rather their very embracing
ordinariness and expected down-toearthness is what makes participants
in the weekly program feel comfortable
and at ease with it. Of course, from time
to time, the not-so day-to-day occurs.
For instance, on "Career Day' the
mayor of Huntsville was invited, along
with some professional careers people,
to talk to the children, and meet them.
There is something else about
"Children's Hour." It is not, again,
really for just children. It was
conceived to create a forum for both
children and parents to further
interact — in a different setting from
home, and with other children and
parents. The fun activities have
developed such that sometimes,
parents show as much enthusiasm and
have as much fun as the children. At
times it is possible to observe boys and
girls as they walk in hand-in-hand
with parents. Soon the children seat
themselves and start to work away,
say, at their craft activity; and the
mother stands, still, beside the table,
handbag still slung over shoulder, and
watches her beloved(s) at their job. A
short while yet and she starts to
suggest a few things to the child, and
then she begins to assist the child in
putting his material together. In the
end any factor that would distinguish
parents from children (handbags are
flung aside by now) as to involvement
is almost completely lost.
Children's Hour is sponsored by the
University Center. Three years ago the
program was started by Brenda Dixon,
a staff of the University of Alabama in
Huntsville. The idea was based on
similar programs that ran in some
other universities in the country. Now,
at UAH, it runs concurrently with the
regular school year.
The current coordinator of the
program is Tina Stoner, a Marketing

senior at UAH. Stoner explains that
the program, though originally
developed for UAH students and
employees and their young children, is
open to the general public "The idea
was to bring both parents and children
together and to provide some
dimension of learning, cultural
enlightenment and entertainment."
There has been a significant increase
in participation this year, with
sometimes more than a hundred
children and parents taking part.
Information about the program, she
explained, is dispersed early in the
quarter by sending mail-outs to all
students 25 years or older and to
faculty and other staff. Some
information is also placed in the
University Center Update.
Perhaps the key concept behind this
program is that, while the University
Center plans a lot of activities for the
general student body, those who have
children cannot sometimes fully derive
the benefits, with their families and
particularly their children, of some of
these activities. Thus the idea of an
organized activity toward this
objective was pursued.
Stoner, a native of Huntsville, is an
associate engineer on educational
leave from the marketing department
of Intergraph Corporation. She is also
Special Events Director for the
University Center for the current year.
"Last year I expressed interest in the
Children's Hour program, and became
an assistant to Gail Frasher, the
coordinator at the time." For her, it has
been a positive step, "Through
coordinating this program I have
improved my interpersonal skills and
developed a broader organizational
skill." In addition she has helped, so
far, to keep a program running that is
useful in integrating the school, the
student or staff, and their family.

Local students take advantage of ROTC program
by Art Ray
intern reporter
Warren Puckett, James Hawkins,
and Michael Howerton are all three in
their junior year at UAH. These three
have something else in common that
few UAH students may be aware of.
They are part of the Reserve Officer
Training Corps (ROTC). Classes in

Military Science are now being offered
at UAH.
ROTC is a program by which an
undergraduate student may prepare to
receive a service commission upon
graduation and will be given his/her
commission at a higher rank than nonROTC college graduates. This, of
course, is the reward for two years of
Military Science class and regular

Campus police offer safety
tips for housing residents
It is important for everyone to take precautions against assaults, and
avoid danger by:
keeping your apartment doors locked at all times,
not opening your door for strangers,
not leaving your apartment door unlocked for someone planning
to come by later.
Campus police -

military drilling, which gives the
officer candidate a better background
than a non-ROTC candidate.
Puckett and Hawkins both intend to
stay in Regular Army service when
they graduate. Puckett was in the 82nd
Airborne as a sergeant during the
October 1983invasion of Grenada, and
he is looking forward to getting his
commission and being an officer.
Howerton, who
is a Mechanical
Engineer major, is working through
the Department of Army Science and
Engineering program. He presently
co-ops with MICOM.
Capt. Dwight Harris will be teaching
all sections of Military Science at UAH

for winter quarter.
Until further
notice, all classes will be scheduled for
Monday/Wednesday at 8 a.m. in
Madison Hall, Room 340.
If you are a veteran or have served in
a Reserve unit, you automatically
qualify for the advanced ROTC
program, which is two years. Also, if
you have no prior service but would like
to be in advanced ROTC, you can
attend a ROTC basic camp. You will be
paid $600 and be given all the
materials you need to complete the sixweek program.
Anyone interested in the program
should contact Capt. Harris at 8597357 or 859-2620.

See inside:
Adventures of the Exponentprise
Homecoming 1987 nears
Volleyball team wins!

page 4
pages 5 & 8
page 14
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Teachers' Space Orientation course offered

Local educators take part in space course
by Lori Grimwood
for The Exponent
Local educators Ms. Sally Jane York,
Ms. Diane Showers and Ms. Pam
Holder recently took part in a unique
experience—The Teachers' Space
Orientation Course. The course is
offered jointly by UAH and the
Alabama Space and Rocket Center's
U.S. Space Academy.
Ms. Holder is Associate Professor of
Nursing at UAH. Ms. Showers is a
Huntsville teacher and Ms. York is an
elementary teacher in Anniston.

director. "This is needed by students
who plan to go into engineering and
other technical occupations.
In-dipth lectures, conducted by
professionals in the nation's top space
training facility, explored such topics
as holography, spai. plasma physics,
rocketry and robotics.
Ms. Holder, Ms. York, and Ms.
Showers trained in Space Academy's
Space Shuttle Orbiter and Mission
Control mockups. The final activity
was a four-hour simulated shuttle
mission, requiring the "astronauts-intraining" to perform extravehicular

The first of its kind, the accredited
course offers teachers an introduction
to space-related subjects and
techniques suitable for integration into
the classroom.
Educators gained
hands-on experience with the space
program and over a dozen simple
experiments that can be duplicated in
their classrooms to demonstrate
complex, space-related ideas.
"We're giving educators space and
science related material to stimulate
interest in mathematics, science and
high technology," said Phil Gentry,
the Space Academy's news bureau

activities in space suits, conduct
experiments in the weightless
environment of Space Lab and Space
Station, and direct the launch and
Earth return from Mission Control.
NASA engineers, original members
of Dr. Wernher von Braun's rocket
team, UAH researchers and corporate
professionals composed the faculty.
Guest speakers ranged from former
and current astronauts to payload
specialists currently preparing
experiments for future Shuttle
missions.

Gilbert, Peters win $8000 fellowship award
Mechanical Engineering Professor
J ohn A. Gilbert and one of his graduate
students, Bruce Peters, attended the
ASNT (American Society for
Nondestructive Testing) Conference
and Quality Testing Show held last
month in Atlanta, Georgia. Mr. Peters
presented a technical paper entitled,
"Laser Excitation Through Fiber
Optics for Detection of Surface Flaws."
The paper describes a method to detect
flaws in structural panels without
having to remove them, as has been
done in the past. It involves the use of

lasers and fiber optics to generate
waves along the panel. In the future a
fiber optic probe will then be used to
pick up the waves and determine where
the flaws are.
"This will be a big help to the Airline
Industry in the testing of engine
parts," says Mr. Peters. NASA is
currently considering funding the
continuation of this project.
At the Awards Banquet following
the conference, Professor Gilbert and
Mr. Peters were presented with the
1987 ASNT Fellowship Award, a cash

Campus Housing
It's not too late
for y o u t o h a v e t h e
adventure
of

award of $8,000. The winner of this
award is chosen from among
participants nationwide. Mr. Peters
intends to use these funds in
completing thesis requirements
towards his doctorate degree at UAH.

"It is our hope that the prestige of
this award will draw students into the
program to develop other techniques
for nondestructive testing," Peters
said.

CPPO sponsors Science
Information Career Day
The Career Planning and Placement
Office, together with the College of
Science, will sponsor the second
annual Science Career Information
Day on Wednesday, Nov. 4,1987 in the
University Center from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
There will be displays with
information pertaining to career
oppprtunities for each College of
Science major and information on
related professional organizations. In
addition, there will be displays with
information on salaries, job search,
interviewing techniques, resume
writing and dressing for success.
There will be ongoing workshops on
job search techniques, resume writing
and interviewing. You may sign up for
mock interviews before November 4 by
calling 895-6612 or by coming to Room

212 of the University Center. This
program is beneficial to all College of
Science students whether you need
career planning, exploration of career
opportunities, or degreed or nondegreed job placement.
College of Science students or any
student interested in a science major
are invited to a reception between
11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the University
Center Deli. The reception will provide
students with the opportunity to meet
and talk with deans, faculty and other
students from within the College of
Science. Immediately following the
reception, from 1 - 2 p.m. there will be a
panel discussion by professionals from
within each of the College of Science
disciplines.

living on
campus
COLLEGE GRADUATES
Put your education to work—become a

Call the Housing Office at 895-6108 for information

Lawyer's Assistant
The Career for the 90's

66

The keys to responsible decisions

....

Alcohol Information Seminars
8:00 pm

University Center, Room 132

Conducted by Anne Bell, B.A., R.N., C.A.C.

at The National Center for Paralegal Training

I

• Oldest and largest graduate level ABA-approved
program in the Southeast
• Employment assistance—over 1,000 employers in 38
states have hired our graduates
• 3 month day program with housing available
• 7 month evening program
• Diversified Curriculum—specialize in Litigation,
Corporations, or Real Estate and Probate—including
"Computers in the Practice of Law"

Why it is called this? Overview of The Big Book ^
how it applies today although it was written in 1939.|

5. ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS
|
How being raised in either addictive or ^
dysfunctional family affects today's living issues in
|
areas of relationships, jobs, and self-concept..
a
p November 24

i

6. DRINKING AS A SYMPTOM OF UNDERLYING ^
PROBLEMS Is there such a thing as an "Addictive
I
Personality"? Resources available where do we go ^
v
from here.
/

for further information contact
Student Development Services at 895-6203

99

I

Meet with our representative
Wednesday, November 11, 1:00 PM-5:00 PM
at the college placement office

The National Center for Paralegal Training
3114 Peachtree Rd, XE Atlanta, GA 30326

800-223-2618 In Georgia

call

404-266-1060

Please send me information about a career as a Lawyer's Assistant
Name
Address
City
Phone: DAY (

266

. Zip .

. State .

Yr. Grad.

College
1_

EVENING !
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This Christmas,
Give the Best at the
Best Price Ever

$20

Rebate
on an HP
Business
Consultant
or HP-28C

These top-of-the-line products offer the quality and
sophistication you can expect from Hewlett-Packard.
For business professionals - the HP Business Consultant
For technical professionals - the HP-28C
Menus, softkeys and a versatile array of built-in functions make
it easy to solve even the most complex problems.
So give the best this Christmas. At the best price ever. Come
in for details today.
This offer is good on purchases made between November 1, 1987 and December 31, 1987.

What
mi'HM

HEWLETT
PACKARD

HP 28C
188.95 plus tax
REBATE 20.00
168.95 your final cost

HP Business Consultant
149.95 plus tax
REBATE 20.00
129.95 your final cost

UNIVERSITY
BOOKSTORE
895-6600
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editorials and letters
"The pen is mightier than the sword

And so it goes: The final frontier, gigantic white spaces, and Victoria Principal
by Ed Dravecky III
news reporter
Once again, it's late Monday
night (Tuesday morning to be
precise) and I have yet another
blank computer screen blinking
back at me.

Yawn! Whoa, it's really getting
late. I had better think up a way to
write this column before I fall
asleep. I have to fill up all of that
space...space...space...
Space, the final frontier. These
are the voyages of the starpaper
Exponentprise.
Its weekly

TielUL

"Come on Stephen guy, don't he a lizard'
Dear Editor:
With reference to letter from Stephen
A. Willhite:
Come on Stephen guy, don't be a
lizard. The U.S. Media (radio, TV,
newspapers, movies, magazines and
books) is a complete propaganda
machine. The message is consistent:
Pro-Israel, anti-Arab, anti-white U.S.,
anti-white Germany, and anti-white
South Africa.
Note the recent blitz against Bork;

the Quota System (anti-white U.S.)
must be kept intact.
The Sam Donaldson/Judy Muller
types are allowed only as long as they
trumpet the message: pro-Israel, antiArab, anti-White U.S., anti-white
Germany, and anti-White South
Africa.
Larry Harris
P.S. Watch carefully the media's
treatment of Ginnsberg.

T live in campus housing. I'm scared.
Dear Editor:
"Huta Kimba." What bothers me even
I live in campus housing. I'm scared, more is that my car was locked. I've
frightened, and very concerned. I am a asked some friends about it and they
church going Christian. Over the past also have heard about the cult. This is
several months there has been talk not funny at all, and I don't think it is a
about a satanic cult which has formed joke. I wrote this letter because I felt
on campus. I didn't think much of it there was a need to say something. I'm
until I received a formal introduction. sure many others who read The
Last Sunday, about 11:30 p.m. I heard Exponent have heard about this. I am
a knock at my door. I opened it, and not an isolated case. What has
there was a potato, with my name happened to UAH and what can we do?
carved on it. There were pins sticking We must write to defeat this foe.
out of it. I didn't think anything of it
Very Concerned
until Monday morning when I went to
my car. There was a note sitting on the P.S. If I'll hear anything else I'll notify
front seat, from the cult, naming me a you. I can't give you my name for fear
member. The name of the cult was of reprisals.

mission: to seek out news, sports,
and other information. To boldly
write what no paper has written
before!
"CaDtain Rodriguez, there's
something showing up on my
board," said the ever-cool first
officer, Mrs. SpocKim, to the
newest commander of The
Exponentprise.
"What is it, SpocKim?"
Rodriguez replied nervously.
The logical SpocKim stated
simply, "A giant white space,
Captain. Sensors detect a very
large area of this white space about
to envelop The Exponentprise. I
recommend we take evasive action,
immediately."
The bold captain turned to his
brand new communications officer
and said, "Lieutenant UhurMaya,
send a distress signal to Starbase
Ardmore and tell them we will be
delayed a few hours until we deal
with this white-space menace. In
addition, notify them that we will
attempt to save the planet
Universitas from destruction by
the creature."
"AndriSulu, set a course for
Universitas at warp factor 2,"
Captain Rodriguez said swiftly
turning to her navigator.
The captain turned at the
swoosh of the turbo-lift doors
admitting the new ship's doctor to
the bridge. "Dammit, Jim, uh,
Cindy!" exclaimed Ed "Bones"
McDraveCoy. I was in the middle
of another surgery when we went
to warp. What's the problem this
time?"
"Mrs. SpocKim detected a
gigantic..." Cindy began to explain
when a man nobody on The
Exponentprise's staff had ever
seen before strode on to the bridge
wearing a red shirt.
"And who are you?" Cindy
demanded.
"I'm Intern Smith, the sacrificial
crew member, ma'am," he said
dejectedly.
Moments later the
section of the bridge that he had
been standing on had suddenly
been filled by a pure-white mass.
"He's dead, Cindy!" Bones
said, stating the obvious result of
the sacrificial crew member's
engulfment.
"No, Doctor," SpocKim
interjected. "We can rescue him if
can manage to get the typesetter to
function properly."

"A message from Starbase
Ardmore, Captain," broke in
UhurMaya, interrupting SpocKim
who had interrupted McDraveCoy
who had stifled the sacrificial crew
member who had stopped
Rodriguez's conversation just
moments ago.
"Yes?" inquired the captain,
glad to be free of the swiftly
numbing web of conversation.
"They are growing impatient
and say that they need that copy in'
two hours or an entire solar system
will be destroyed!" UhurMaya
repeated swiftly.
"Captain to engineering. Spotty,
we need that typesetter working
now!" Cindy sbouted into the
intercom.
"We need more power, cap'n,"
replied the Scottish chief engineer.
"I canna change the laws of
physics ya know."
"Captain," SpocKim said.
"WHAT?" Rodriguez screamed,
losing total control. McDraveCoy
swiftly administered a hypo
rendering the intrepid adventurer
unconscious.
"Dammit, SpocKim! Look what
you've done now," Bones erupted.
"Doctor, I can see that your
human mind cannot grasp even
the simplist of situations. I was
merely going to comment that we
have enough copy now.
The
Exponentprise and the galaxy
are safe once again.
Look,"
SpocKim pointed at the now lively
of the sacrificial crew
figure
member.
"Tell us, man! What happened?"
McDraveCoy interrogated the
mumbling staffer.
"It was horrible! It felt like I was
back in college at the school
newspaper and had no idea about
what to write in my column," he
gasped out.
"So what happened? What did
you do? Why didn't we get to beam
down? What ever happened to
Kephart? Who first ate raw..."
At this point I woke up
screaming, "Oh, no! Only my
second editorial and I'm repeating
myself already!"
I walked into The Exponent
bathroom to wipe the cold sweat off
my face and there were Victoria
Principal and Patrick Duffy
saying, "It's only a dream," over
and over again.
And so it goes.

0^ Mo/ Mow UIMlGj 0M£
OF= Tj-IEM f-MtfT MlMOf
lMTM£ foot?
REPUBLICAN
CAMPAIGP/y
HPQ

I
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-Attentionln last week's Exponent, the article
'Walk-up airline fare offered to
students' neglected to include a
telephone number or contact person for
more information. JoanFundalaisthe
contact person and can be reached at
(703) 478-5470.

Letter Policy

The Exponent invites concise
letters to the editor. We reserve the
right to edit lengthy letters and we do
not correct grammatical errors.
All letters should be typed, doublespaced, and should include the writer's
name, address, telephone number, and
student number. The Exponent will
withhold writers' names upon request,
but the letters must be signed to be
considered for publication.

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
BECOMING A NURSE IN THE ARMY.
And they're both repre
sented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you re
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton. NJ 07015. Or call toll free 1-800-USA-ARMY.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

|o<C<*orese«ts

New and exciting events are happening during this year's
'Homecoming Week" November 9 • 14. The events are as follows:

November 9-13
"Hot Legs"
Competition

UC Lobby

-Vote for the hockey player with the best legs. A penny for and ail others (nickels,
dimes, etc.) against.
-Proceeds will go to Chi-Ho (home for abused children)

ACE Pencil
Guessing

November 9 - 2 3

UC Lobby

-Can you guess the number of ACE pencils in a jar? The winner will get a gift certificate from
the University Bookstore.

STUDENTS

UNlTt/
P 0 T W END

To Privacy

VIOLATIONS!

STic< IT
M

Sidewalk Chalking November UC Front Sidewalks
-Show your Charger spirit by chalking the sidewalks of the University Center
-The chalk will be provided
-Sketches must be approved when checking out the chalk from the UC Information Desk.
-The sidewalk drawings must be finished by 5:00 p.m. (Nov. 10) for judging
-Prize for the best sidewalk drawing will be a pizza party from Mr. Gatti's Pizza.

HOUSING'S

£«(?/

Banner Competition November 13

VBCC Arena

-Banners must be put up between 3:00 p.m. and 5:00 p.m. on November 13
-All banners must follow the "Rules and Regulations" - Copies of the Rules and Regulations
are available at the UC Information Desk
-Prize for the best banner will be a pizza party from Mr. Gatti's Pizza.

Pep Rally

November 13

Spragins Hall

-Pep Rally will be from 6:00 - 7:00 p.m.
-Come meet the UAH athletes - Volleyball, Basketball, Soccer and Hockey)
-Show your Charger spirit and will $50 for your organization.
-Two categories - Greek Organizations and Other (Honor, Academics, etc.)

Come out and support the Chargers during Homecoming Week Activities.
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Classifieds
AUTOS FOR SALE
Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
243.

FOR SALE

HEALTH INFO.

Living Room Suites, Sofa Sleepers, New
$195.00 and up. Dining room furniture
starting at $169 95 arid up. Used office
desks $65 00. Call 539-6399.

LOST AND FOUND

PREGNANT

NEED HELP?
Call Pregnancy Hotline

533-3526
Women's Community Health Center
S.H.E. Center
Pregnancy testing, family planning,
abortions, women's health care &
counseling. All services confidential. 131
Longwood Drive. 533-9228.

This coupon entitles the bearer to
$1 off any classified ad placed before
rmetrfirt

Office Hours: 8-5, Mon-Sat.
Phone Information until 8 p.m.

ovember 25, 1987

41. A seasoning
43. Head (abb.)
44. Learning
46. Stirs up
48. Moldy
50. Child's
carriage
51. Ermine
52. Finishes
DOWN
1. Pronounce
guilty
2. Moslem
title
3. Permits
4. Measure
5. Father
6. Indian
mulberry
7. Pari of
a plan
8. Hostel
9. Rugged
mountain
crest
12. Group of
Pacific
Islands
13. Fruits of
a rose

17. Abound
20. Humor
22. Son of
Adam
24. Former
U.S.
president
27. Goddess
of discord
'29. Larva of
eye-threadworm
30. Hymns
of praise
31. Require
ments
33. Period
of time
35. Tropica!
trees
36. Around
37. The human
trunk
38. Slant
42. Revolve
45. Greek letter
47. Unhappy
49. Yttrium
(abbr.l

(solutions to
crossword, puzzles,
MagicMaze on page 14)

One-Minute
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Lunar
dent
7 Youth
9 Roman
septet
10 Scale
member
11 A Beverly
Hillbilly
12 Plant subj.
13 Overhead
RRs
14 Saucy
15 Part of
N. Eng.
16 MellowMel
17 Whining
one
19 Cheese
tool
DOWN

1 Like many
horror tales
2 Mini-brooks

HELP WANTED

TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly at home!
Write: P.O. Box 17, Clark, NJ 07066.

Hiring Today! Top Pay! Work at Home.

No experience needed. W •<•> Cottage
industries. 1407 1/2 Jenkins Norman,
Oklahoma 73069

CLASSIFIEDS — $3.00 for 30 words
or less. A $1.00 for each additional 10
words.
HOMEWORKERS WANTED!
TOP
PAY! C.I. 121 24th Ave., N.W. Suite
222, Norman, Oklahoma 73069.

King Crossword
ACROSS
1. Dark, shaly
limestone
(Ir.)
•5. Turkish
title
10. S-shaped
molding
11. Performer
12. Seize
quickly
14. Detest
15. Public
notice
16. A short
comic play
18. Permit
19. Cage
for hawks
21. Mark
with spots
23. Leave out
25. Body of
salt water
26. Piers
(arch.)
28. City (It.)
32. Young fish
34. Not any
35. Little pies
39. Consumed
40. Finnish
seaport

FOUND: a combination of a lady's
cigarette case and coin purse. Ask for
Vivan or Sue to identify lost objects in the
Accounting Department (MH 308).

A Few spare Hours? Receive/ forward
mail from home! Uncle Sam works hard you pocket hundreds honestly! Details,
send self-addressed stamped envelope.
BEDUYA, Box 17145, Tucson, AZ
85731.

Travel Promoters Wanted
EARN HIGH COMMISSIONS plus
FREE TRIPS! FANTASTIC BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME!
Meet people and gain recognition on
your campus as an Entertainment Tours
Spring Break Trip Campus Represent
ative. Call toll free 1-800-525-1638 and
ask for Entertainment Tours.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. M/F
Summer & Career opportunities (will
•rain). Excelient pay plus world travel.
Hawaii Bahamas, Caribbean, etc.
CAL: NOW 206 736-0775 Ext. Clll.

MagicMaze
PLAY: (by Vic Martin) Read the list ol words Look at the puzzle You'll find these words
in all directions — honzontally. vertically, diagonally, backwards. Draw a circle around
each letter ol a word found in the puzzle, then strike it off the list. Circling it will show a
letter has been used but will eave it visible should it also form part of another word Find
the big words first When letters of all listed words are circled, you'll have the given
number of letters left over They'll spell out the answer

HINT: Container element (3 letters)
K D A E . L T

I

N

O

N

E

X

T

Airlines now Hiring.
Reservationists. stewardesses
and ground crew positions
available. Call 1-619-565-1630
for details. 24 hours.

PART TIME - HOME MAILING
PROGRAM! Excellent income! Details,
send self-addressed, stamped envelope.
WEST. Box 5877. Hillside. NJ 07205.

Help Wanted
All positions. All houts, part
time or full time.
Male or
Female. Please come by Texican
Taco Co., at 2313 Whitesburg
Drive between 2-5 p.m.

PERSONALS

M U . I

3 Partner
in crime
4 6-pt. plays
5 Stammering
sound
6 Jacob Riis
was one
7 Sam Malone's
bar

8 Talk and
talk
12 "Mr. Tele
vision"
14 Versifier
16 Dam good
idea of 1933?
18 Hibernian:
abbr

B R E T F P P D B M

A—Arsenic: B—Bromine; C—Calcium, Cerium;
D—Dysprosium; F—Fermium; H—Helium. I—Iridium:
K—Krypton; L—Lead. Luletium; M—Mercury; N—Neon.
Niobium, Nobelium; O—Oxygen; P—Plutonium, Polo
nium. Potassium; R—Rhodium; S—Sodium; T—Terbium,
Thallium, Thorium, Titanium; U—Uranium; X—Xenon

Playmate,
Can you come
out and play
Pooky

4*»»

For signs of life, check the pulse ...

pulse:
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campus events
and announcements
Rosenberger to give SEDS-sponsored
lecture on microgravity tonight

French Club
The French Club will be having a
French cooking class on Wednesday
evening, November 11. Club members
and guests will learn how to make the
Bouche de Noel (Yule Log) and will
participate in decorating one. If you
want to learn the art of French

cooking, discover the little known
history of the Yule Log, and hear about
French Christmas traditions, then
make plans now to attend. The class
will begin at 7:30 p.m. at the Noojin
House and everyone is welcome.

Black Student Association
The success of any great program is
dependent upon the group who
supports it. With this in mind, the
Black Student Association cordially
invites you to support the following
events for the remainder of the fall
quarter: November 11-12, Sickle Cell
Anemia screening to be held in the
University Center in room 126 at 11:00
a.m. to 2:00 p.m.; November 9-20,
Thanksgiving Food Drive with special
instructions of giving canned goods,
dry foods, and staples to any BSA
officer or personally delivering them to
608-B South Loop Road as the
designated place for storage;
November 15, seasonal reception to be
! held at the Noojin House at 6:00 p.m.;
jand November 23-24, tutorial drive.
! Don't miss one of the exciting events.
! All are encouraged to participate.
I An organization ran without money
is an organization that does no longer
exist. The Black Student Association

realizes the critical times we live anc
understand that money determines the
success of activities. The BSA officers
encourage each interested person to
pay quarterly dues of $2.00 as soon as
possible. The deadline was set for Oct
27, but because of communication
problems this deadline has been
extended depriving no one of his/her
right to be an active member. The new
deadline is set for Nov. 13.

History Forum
Club
History Forum Club first fieldtrip:
Contstitution Hall Park Saturday
November 7 for approximately one and
one-half hours. Begins 2:30 p.m.
Assemble inside main entrance at 2:15
p.m. Special reduced rate$2.00 Faculty
free.

Camera Club
The UAH Camera Club held a
meeting on October 27, 1987. Among
the issues decided upon during this
meeting was to set regular meeting
club meeting dates for the second (2nd)
and fourth (4th) Tuesdays of every
month. Meeting time will be at 5 p.m.,

in room 127 of the University Center.
Thus the next meeting will be held on
Tuesday, Nov. 10, 1987. Interested
members of the community can still
contact Gene Garrett at the Bursar's
office at 895-6226.

Kappa Delta
Huntsville area Kappa Deltas
commemorated the 90th anniversary
of the sorority's founding with a
reception at the University Center
Formal Dining Room on October 23.
Members of the Epsilon Lambda
Chapter as well as several members of
the Huntsville Alumnae Association
were present. The National President's
Founder's Day Address, entitled
Kappa Delta: The Tradition
Continues, was read by chapter
president Katie Kroes. The Alumnae
also presented their annual
scholarship award to the junior with
the highest overall GPA. This year the
award went to Kristi Heatley.
Kappa DeltaSorority was founded at

Longwood College, Farmville, VA, on
October 23, 1897 by Mary Somerville
Sparks, Julia Gardiner Tyler Wilson,
Lenora Ashmore Blackiston, and Sara
Turner White The sorority has a total
membership of more than 115,000 in
college chapters and alumnae
associations throughout the country.
This year, Kappa Delta is also
celebrating its 75th year as a member
of the National Panhellenic
Conference, an organization of 26
national women's fraternities.
Here at UAH, Kappa Delta would
like to welcome its newest pledges,
Vicki Horton, Nicole Mack, Stephanie
Pflanczer, Angie Stepp, and Joyce
Stone.

Public invited to attend Von Braun
Astronomical Society Planetarium
The public is cordially invited to the program.
programs listed on the attached
For more information or to reserve
calendar. All these programs will be space for a group, call 539-0316.
presented at the Von Braun Admission is $1 per person. VBAS
Astronomical Society Planetarium in members are admitted free with their
the Monte Sano State Park in membership card.
Huntsville at 7:30 p.m. on each date.
Both amateur and professional RETURN OF THE KING
astronomers are available at the November 6, 1987 7:30 p.m.
programs to answer questions about Jupiter, that most magnificent King of
the night skies. Whenever the weather planets, is the subject of this
permits, observation of the night sky planetarium show by astronomer Roy
throught the telescope will follow each Young.

Dr. Franz Rosenberger, Director of
the Center for Microgravity Research
at UAH will be giving a lecture entitled
"Materials Processing in a
Microgravity Environment," on
Wednesday, November 11, at 8:15 p.m.

in the University Center Deli. The
lecture is being sponsored by the
Students for the Exploration and
Development of Space (SEDS), and is
open to the public.

Alpha Lambda Delta announces 14
fellowships for graduate study
For the 1988-89 academic year the
National Council of Alpha Lambda
Delta will award the following
fellowships for graduate study: The
Alice Crocker Lloyd Fellowship, The
Adele Hagner Stamp Fellowship, The
Maria Leonard Fellowship, The
Kathryn Sisson Phillips Fellowship,
The Christine Yerges Conaway
Fellowship, The May Augusta
Brunson Fellowship, The Fiftieth
Anniversary Miriam A. Shelden
Fellowship, The Gladys Pennington
Houser Fellowship, The Katharine
Cooper Cater Fellowship, The
Margaret Louise Cuninggim
Fellowship, The Maude Lee Etheredge
Fellowship, The Gladys Colette Bell
Fellowship, The Mary Jane Stevenson
Fellowship and the Sixtieth
Anniversary Student-Endowed
Fellowship. The amount of each

fellowship is $3,000.
Any MEMBER of Alpha Lambda
Delta who graduates with a
cumulative average of Alpha Lambda
Delta initiation standard is eligible.
Graduating seniors may apply if they
have achieved this average to the end
of the first semester (or first quarter) of
this year.
Applicants will be judged on
scholastic record, recommendations,
the soundness of their stated project
and purpose, and need.
Application blanks and information
may be obtained from Dr. Patricia E.
Davis, Department of English, Morton
Hall 213.
The application form must be
completed by the applicant _ and
received at the National Headquarters
of Alpha Lambda Delta by Jan. 15,
1988.

GRE, LSAT, other preparation courses
available at local educational center
Stanley H. Kaplan Educational
Centers LTD has recently opened for
business in Huntsville.
The center is part of a network of
over 120 world-wide test preparation
sites. Kaplan is located at 4410-C
Evangel Circle, with Dr. M.E. Stanley
serving as Community Director.
Prepartation courses presently
available include the GRE, LSAT,

MCAT, andGMAT. Other preparation
courses can be made available upon
request. The testing staff includes local
University professors, attorneys, and
M.D. trainees.
Information regarding the nature of
the preparation, fees and schedules
may be obtained by calling 837-6850 or
837-9087.

Space art displayed in UC Art Gallery
as part of Space Awareness Week
The University Center Art Gallery
will be filled with space-art November
2-6 as part of UAH Space Awareness
Week Activities.

The inspiring artwork of Japanese
schoolchildren will be featured along
with unique sketches and paintings
provided by NASA.
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Unusual activities fill Homecoming Week
-Sidewalk Chalking
-Hockey Hot Legs
Pencil Guessing"
-Banner competition
by James E. Spain
intern reporter
This year's Homecoming will bring
many unusual activities to the UAH
campus during the week of Nov. 9-14.
Explaining the earlier Homecoming
date, Tina Stoner, who is in charge of
the activities, said, "Because of
weather conditions and because of the
more traditional time to have
Homecoming ... they moved it back."
Throughout Homecoming week,
students will be able to participate in
the ACE Pencil Count, in which the
person who comes closest to guessing
the number of pencils in the box wins a
gift certificate to the University
Bookstore.
Another feature of Homecoming
week is the Hockey Hot Legs
Competition between the five senior
hockey players.
Pictures of these
players' legs will be displayed and

competition will be held. Following the
students will vote by putting a penny
pep rally, there will be a caravan to the
in the containers to vote for a player.
Von Braun Civic Center for the hockey
Any other coin put in the containers
game against the University of
counts as votes against a player. For
Windsor.
example, a nickel is five votes against,
During the Homecoming hockey
a dime is ten votes against and a
game on Saturday, November 14, the
quarter is 25 votes against. Proceeds
Homecoming King and Queen will be
from the Hot Legs Competition will go
announced as will the winners of the
to CHI-HO.
Pencil Count, Hot Legs and banner
"The guy who has the best legs will
get some sort of prize," said Stoner. competitions. The Homecoming Dance
"We know what it is but we just don't will be at 10:30 p.m. in the West Exhibit
Hall of the VBCC. Tickets are $3 for
want to tell just yet."
On Tuesday, November 10, the
sidewalk chalking competition will
take place on the front sidewalk of the
University Center. Chalk will be
provided and the winner will receive a
pizza party. Judging will be at 5:00
Tuesday afternoon.
Banners will go up between 3 and 5
p.m. on Friday, November 13. Rules
and regulations for the banner
competition can be picked up attheUC
Information Desk. The winners of this
contest will also receive a pizza party.
There will also be a pep rally in the
AMERICAN
Spragins Hall gymnasium on Friday
LUNG
night from6to7p.m.TheCheerleaders
ASSOCIATION
The Civisimas Seal Peotxe ®
and the Athletic Department will help
to coordinate this activity. Free
shakers will be given out and a spirit

singles and $5 for couples. The band
Telluride will perform and there will be
a cash bar. Students must have IDs to
get their drinks and the number of
drinks may be limited.
"We're getting a lot of food and a
band, so we hone there's going to be a
good turnout," Stoner said.
For additional information about
Homecoming activities, call Stoner at
895-6428.

ming in November:
The RagplonentU!'J$
TAKF CARE OF
TOUR LUNGS.
THEY'RE ONLY HUMAN.

The Association for Campus Entertainment Lecture series

Rockin' in the Fall
It

Act 11

/ Max
Weinberg
of the E Street Bandy
November 12
8:15 p.m.
U.C. Exhibit Hail
$1 for students;
$3 for general public
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QJou/t ^o/ioscope
Aries (Mar. 21 to Apr. 19) This will
be a very tempting week for you in
terms of burning up your credit cards.
It would be wise to resist these
temptations and keep a close watch on
your wallet. There is some travel in
your stars concerning business.
Taurus (Apr. 20 to May 20) There
may be some tension this week with
your mate, but it will be very minimal,
so don't spend too much time worrying.
Someone at work is eyeing on your job,
but you have no reason to worry. Just
be aware.
Gemini (May 21 to June 20) It's
high time to prioritize your activities
and get on a regular schedule. You'll
accomplish more and won't have to
work so hard in the long run. A minor
disagreement clears up by week's end.
Moon Children (June 21 to July 22)
Although business meetings are
somewhat of a disappointment this
week, some goals will be accomplished,
so take heart. The weekend looks to be
full of fun and surprises.
Leo (July 23 to Aug. 22) A family
member seems to be in a disagreeable
mood this week, but just batten down
the hatches and weather this storm.
You'll soon find out what's troubling
this person and will be able to clear
things up. Travel is favored, so take
advantage.

If everyone over 50 had
colorectalcancer checkups,
the cure rate could be75%.

Virgo (Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) While
loved ones are not in accord concerning
finances this week, good news soon
comes to dispel these clouds. Take
some time this weekend to attend to
some neglected household chores. It
would be good to spruce up before the
holidays.

Aquarius (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Business meetings are not going as
you anticipated, so negotiate wisely.
Advice comes from
a close friend
whose observations are right on the
mark. Take heed. The week will end on
a more positive note.

Libra (Sept. 23 to Oct.22) You havt
little patience this week with a loved
one. However, as the week unwinds,
you will find
more harmony and
romance, so bide your time. Afamily tie
is in trouble and needs guidance from
you. Assess the situation, but don't
actively interfere.
Scorpio (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21) An
irksome problem at work will be seen
through with tenacity and wisdom.
Others will see this and respect you for
it." What appears to be impossible is
accomplished, and rewards soon
result. It is wise to investigate an
investment idea.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
While the beginning of the week is full
of strife with family members, you can
all benefit from this. Everyone's been
talking, but no one's been listening.
Take time alone to sort this out, and by
week's end, all will run smoothly.
Capricorn (Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
You're champing at the bit to
accomplish your goals concerning
your career, but this is not the time to
plunge ahead. Remember that these
things do take time and patience.
Family members ask your help with a
problem.

by Chas. King Cooper
King Features Syndicate
Pisces (Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) This is a
good time to assess your personal
apearance and perhaps to revamp your
wardrobe. Not only will you look better,
you'll feel better about yourself as well.
Financial matters are favored this
week.

TEXICAN TACO CO.
A Tex-Mex Cafe & Cantina
serving the UAH student

We serve Fajitas, Soft Tacos,
Guacamole, Nachos, Salads,
; Whitesburg

Thurs. - UAH Night
ci0\s

SPeC

Lone Star Longnecks - $1.00
Corona Extra with lime - $2.00

Call for Fri. & Sat. Beer Specials*

Fri. - Band Party with "SECOND RITUAL"

(formerly Instant Karma) J

Sat. - Auburn Game - 1:00 PM
Bama Game - 6:00 PM
Monday-Wednesday

llam-9pm

Big Screen
4 TVs

Thursday-Saturday Midnight
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by Seli Groves
King Features Syndicate

ALL MY CHILDREN: At the Oakhaven Sanitarium, Lazare told Silver he
had to marry her to save her from her mother. Jeremy continued tracking
down Lazare's background in Vietnam. Palmer tried to get Matt to divorce
Nina, teling him that the only one she really loves is Cliff. Hillary balked at
what she thought was Phoebe's attempt to get her and Jeff together. Stuart
and Cindy grew closer. Hillary told Mitch they had a problem now that Louisa
had turned up. Wait to see: Phoebe will have to do something dramatic to get
out of the sticky situation with the Monteros.
ANOTHER WORLD: John searched Peter's room for the negatives he had
of Donna and John. The chemistry between Amanda and Sam heated up.
Vicki continued to send mental messages to Lisa. After emerging from her
coma, Vicki thanked Jamie for saving her. Vicki lied to Michael, saying she
remembered nothing about the night of the accident. At his birthday party,
Cass told Nicole Reginald arranged for him to be beaten up. Nicole found a rich
bachelor who wanted to start a business with her. Later shefound him dead of
a heart attack. Nicole finally agreed to marry Cass so she could get her trust
fund money to save her business. Wait to see: Reginald's witness puts Donna
on the spot.
AS THE WORLD TURNS: Lily felt unsure about Holden's feelings for her.
Margo fretted that Hal's plans to smoke out James might cause unnecessary
injuries. Kathy's future still seemed in doubt. Kim worried that she might not
be able to do all she wanted to do for the teens. Wait to see: Holden takes a
chance and risks losing Lily.
• THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFUL: Eric continued to think about the
past he shared with Beth while Stephanie became frantic with the thought
that Eric was close to finding out about her secret weekly "dates." Caroline
reacted to the not-so-subtle threat that she perceived coming from Ron's
mother. More and more, she found herself thinking of Storm as a kind,
protective and friendly force in her life. Kristen seemed tosense she w as under
pressure by Stephanie. Wait to see: Ridge and Thome realize they are
heading for a dangerous confrontation.
DALLAS: J.R. and Ray had to stop a frustrated and furious Bobby from
destroying a bar full of cowboys while on a rampage. Bobby had an icy
meeting after bumping into a beautiful and mysterious woman. Dandy's tale
of oil-rich land piques a dispondent Cliffs interest. Casey learned how to do
business the "J.R." way. Wait to see: Sue Ellen's investor makes a curious
request.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Justin and Adrienne were unaware of the threat
Serena made to Kiriakis if he should come to Greece. Later, Stavros tried to
knife Justin. Harper reassured Jergens that if Kayla continued to take her
pills, she won't come home alive. Carrie and Jonah were invited into the
"alien's" house to see his invention. Wait to see: Justin unwittingly puts
Adrienne's life on the line.

"A MOVIE WITH ALL'THE RIGHTSTUFF../
Ton; Wolfe's book now comes lo the screen in epic,
visuallv spectacular form!"
\tn.vmt*

FALCON CREST: Maggie couldn't understand Richard's reluctance to
rely on the police. Angela forced Wilkinson to reveal Richard s ownership of
lake property inNevada Emma headed for Hollywood with a ghost writer and
personal manager to write her autobiography. Vicki had a serious problem.
Wait to see: The mystery man makes an appearance.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: Under the influence of drugs, Melissa tmd the
gang forced their way into Kelly.s. Herbert lured Edward into a $o0 million
winner-take-all contest. Autumn insisted Herberts life was in danger no
matter what he or Robert thought. Later, Prichett was found dead: Robert
realized Autumn's suspicions may be correct. After being pummeled by Zack
and the gang, Ruby was nearly killed. W ait to see: Robert begins to return
Autumn's interest in him.
..
GUIDING LIGHT: Reva realized Alan would be a difficult man to get out
of her life. Josh was intrigued by Sonni even though he hadn't been able to
keep Reva out of his thoughts. Meredith's anxieties about the past were
coming to the surface. Wait to see: Josh faces a decision that could change his
future forever.
, ,
.
,
KNOTS LANDING: Laura's shocking news placed a heavy emotional
burden on her close friends. Meanwhile, Michael Fairgate was anxious for his
mother, Karen MacKenzie to hear his rock 'n' roll band (Note: Pat Peterson,
who plays Michael, did his own vocals when the band played When 1 Get to
Heaven, Will There Still Be Rock and Roll?") Wait to see: Lilimae finds an
unwelcome suitor who won't take no for an answer.
LOVING: Grudgingly, Ava signed a prenuptial pact with Clay. Lily's
emotional hold on Jack grew stronger. Jim and Shana's respective schedules
interrupted their plans to start a family. Ned and April have a real
communication problem. Wait to see: Gwyn has a bombshell to drop, and the
fallout can hit anyone.
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Wade anonymously left $5000 at Heavenly Hash for
Wanda and Gilbert. Without telling Elizabeth, Patrick delayed destroying the
abandoned buildings next to Sanders Chemicals. Vicki was chloroformed in
prison by Jamie and placed in Frank's casket. W ade, at the crematorium tosay
goodbye to Frank, heard a noise in the casket as it moved toward the flames.
He stopped it in time to save Viki. Cord and Max used the prison's computer
system to break Tina out of jail. Wait to see: Patrick proceeds with an
experiment that could prove disastrous.
RYAN'S HOPE: Jack learned Emily and Richard were away for the
weekend. Dee sent Nancy Don to tell Lizzie she'll leave town. Lizzie persuaded
her to stay, but Ben reacted angrily with her for going to Lizzie. Chris got a
recording exec to hear Zena after her concert. Jill agreed to defend Pat in
Augie's death. Dakota, feeling guilty for causing the problems, tried to comfort
Pat, but Pat was cool to him. Wait to see: Dakota may be caught in one of his
own traps.
SANTA BARBARA: Rick told Lionel he was leaving town to become a
deputy in Nevada. Jane decided to go with him and took Johnny along. On the
stand, Tori said it was she who forced Cruz into having sex with her. Jeffrey
was shocked by Mason's news that Pamela is the mother he thought had died
years earlier. Julia begged Jeffrey to persuade Pamela to testify in Cruz's
behalf. Tori turned to the cocaine bottle after Keith told her Julia and Mason
were having an affair. Gina unnerved Pamela by threatening to tell Keith she
saw her leaving the scene of Elena's murder. Wait to see: C.C. is forced into a
desperate decision that affects Sophia.
THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS: Ashley began to think more about
Victor. Nikki felt she still had a chance to get Victor to change his mind about
the divorce. Jill was upset about Nina's intentions to make Philip live up to his
obligations to her now that she was pregnant with his child. Philip continued
to insist he couldn't remember sleeping with her. Kay and Rex became closer,
although she continued to be suspicious of him. Both Paul and Joanna noted
the change in Lauren following her father's death. Janet was determined to
find a way to thwart Faren's bid for visitation rights to Betsy. Wait to see:
Steven faces a crucial time with Leanna's re-emergence in his life.

J' . . _
Coming Soon"
DrtfUjr
evil's
BARGAIN
gjbbb movies "The Running Man" MATINEE

Starts Friday
Nov. 6
Her life
hasn't been the same
since her death.

THE

RIGHT
STUFF

SHELLEY LONG

How the future begun.

HELLO
AGAIN

A ROBERT CHARTOFF-IRWIN WINKLER PRODUCTION OT A PHILIP KAUFMAN FILM THE RIGHT STUFF
CHARLES FRANK SCOTT GLENN ED HARRIS LANCE HENRIKSEN SCOTT PAULIN DENNIS QUAID
SAM SHEPARD FRED WARD KIM STANLEY BARBARA HER3HEY VERONICA CARTWRIGHT PAMELA REED
MUSK: by BILL CONTI IStecioi o' PnoiogiaoHy CALEB DESCHANEL Bosea on me BOOK OV TOM WOLFE
Produced by IRWN WNKLER and ROBERT CHARTOFF wntien lo- me Screen ana Directed by PHILIP KAUFMAN
PG PMWT1L GIHOAKCt SUGGTSTIO -3£F

A LADO COMPANY OtlEASL

•JJM HA'IMI MA. NOT M UMMKL 'OBC>WO*«%

1984 Academy Award Nonimee for Best Picture

THE RIGHT STUFF
November 7, 1987
8:15 p.m.
Brought to you by the Association for Campus Entertainment Film Series.

GONE TODAY.
HERE TOMORROW.

PG
modison sq. Q
Jji30-6829 • Midison Square Mall J

STARTS
FRIDAY

IFwiWrt by 8(11HA YISU PKIUlTS

cinema

?.i»t
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Flick Picks: Barfly and Weeds reviewed
by Ronn Fredrickson
King Features Syndicate
"Barfly" - Finally, Faye Dunaway,
one of the most talented actresses of

Free energy
audit offered
How would you like to reduce your
energy expenses from 10 to 30 percent?
The Alabama Solar Energy Center
of UAH is performing free energy
audits for a limited number of
qualifying North Alabama small
businesses. An energy audit can
determine how businesses can save
money by reducing energy use in their
facilities.
This free audit determines the
amount and cost of the energy being
used, the purpose of the energy use and
identifies energy conservation
opportunities.
The audit process involves data
collection, site visit, data analysis, and
an audit report which summarizes the
results of the analysis and makes
recommendations. Company manage
ment can then make appropriate
decisions regarding implementation of
energy saving measures.
The audits are sponsored by the
Science, Technology and Energy
Division of the Alabama Department
of Economic and community Affairs
under their State Energy Conservation
programs.
The audits will be conducted between
January and June 1988. Applications
must be received by December 31,1987,
to be considered.
For further information contact
Mary Ann Patrick orT. Kenneth Spain
at 895-6707.

our time, is back. She proves once
again that she is not afraid to take
chances and is willing to take on a very
meaty, if not truly sympathetic, role. In
this film, she and Mickey Rourke, who
portrays a "beat" writer, clingtogether
to combat loneliness against a setting
of sleazy bars. While this may not
sound overly exciting, these two
terrific actors really carry off the
movie. (**)
"Weeds"—I am a dyed-in-the-wool
Nick Nolte fan and have been

champing at the bit to see what he
would turn up in next. In this offering,
he portrays a man who has been
sentenced to life in prison. While there,
he decides to become a playwright and
establishes a thatrical troupe. While
this may sound like a real yawner, it's
most certainly not. This film is actionpacked and exciting, as well as
inspiring. (**1/2)
"Whales of August"—At long last,
the movie we've been waiting for. It
stars Bette Davis, Lilian Gish, Vincent

Price and Ann Sothern. The cast alone
should be enough to cause cinema
buffs to go running straight to their
local theaters to catch this film. It is
about two elderly sisters who live on an
island off the coast of Maine. The
time is the 1950s and the two are faing
their waning years. There is much to be
learned here, and nothing is executed
in a maudlin manner. I strongly urge
you to take this one in. It will probably
be one of the best movies you'll ever see
this year. (***)

***** WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN *****
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
Applications are available at the University Center Information Desk

***• ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS: ****
Students must be a Junior, Senior, or Graduate Student
Undergraduates must have a 2.5 QPA
Graduates must have a 3.0 QPA
Students who previously received this award are not eligible. However
students who have applied in the past and weren't accepted are eligible.
•**•

Applications

must

be

turned

in

to

the

University Center

Information Desk ore UC 111 by November 6 at 5 p.m.

Park CDc^t
FINE ART
AUCTION

\0 15
A Series of One Acts-

The Huntsville Hilton
401 Williams Ave., Huntsville, Alabama

DEATH KNOCKS
MONKEY'S PAW
IF MEN PLAYED CARDS AS WOMEN DO

Saturday, November 7
Preview at 7:00 pm, Auction Lots 1-155 at 8:00 pm

Sunday, November 8
Preview at 2:00 pm, Auction Lots 156-310 at 3:00 pm
This auction sale will include works submitted directly from the
personal collections of Yaacov Agam. Harold Altman.
Laszlo Dus. Lebadang, and Victor Vasarely
in addition. Park West Galleries has been able to assemble
numerous works from the editors, collaborators, dealers, relatives
and estates of Appei, Audubon. Chagall. Churchill.

November 13 (8:00 p.m.),
November 15 (2:00 p.m.) &
November 16 (8:15 p.m.)

Cezanne. Erte, Goya Matisse Manet, Max. Miro.
Picasso Rembrandt Renoir. Toulouse-Lautrec.
Tobiasse. and others. Also e"ered will be important 19th century
Japanese woodcuts and fine paintings by European land
scape and portrait artists.
This sale has been completely cataloged, and the authenticity of
each work is guaranteed by Park West Galleries. All works are
custom framed and conservation mounted using acid free, 1009b
rag mats.
Bid estimates for most lots are between $SO and S900, however
a significant number, have estimates exceeding $ 1 .OOO.

Humanities Building Recital Hall
Free to UAH students; $3 for adults:

Illustrated catalogs

53.00
at the auction

$2 for senior citizens and students

Special offer.

bring this ad for a
complimentary catalog

CASH • CHECK • MC • VISA • DC • CB • AMEX
For catalogs or Information phone 1-800-521-9654

Auctioneer: Todd Busick #385 City of Hunts
Licence #09533

(An Association for Campus Entertainmen' Drama Board Production:

L
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Top Albums

1. Michael Jackson "Bad," (Epic)
Last Week: No. 1
2. Pink Floyd "A Momentary
Lapse of Reason," (Columbia) No. 4
3. Def Leppard "Hysteria,"
(Mercury/Polygram) No. 3
4. Rush " "Hold Your Fire,"
(Mercury/Polygram) No. 10
5. Whitney Houston "Whitney,"
(Arista) No. 5
6. U2 "The Joshua Tree," (Island/
Atlantic) No. 10

STOPP/T / LEMME THRUU
oerMCK.Yw ~~3^
LEFTIST MOP OF
ST
KENNEPYESQl/E
j a=F

LOOK., m SORRY, BUT
I SIMPLY NEEP MY l
_
PAYCHEC —

I JJST PORT
MOW MYSELF
ANYMORE..

MMe-ROUSERS/Y.l .Wr\

CHARTBUSTER
7. Aerosmith "Permanent Vaca
tion," (Geffen) New Entry
8. Dirty Dancing Soundtrack
(RCA) No. 6
9. La Bamba Soundtrack (RCA)
No. 8
10. John Cougar Mellencamp
"The
Lonesome
Jubilee,"
(Mercury/Polygram) No. 2

Top Singles
1. Prince "U Got The Look,"
(Warner Bros.) Last Week: No. 1
2. Madonna "Causing A Commo
tion," (Warner Bros.) No. 2
3. Pet Shop Boys "It's A Sin,"
(EMI-America) No. 3
4. Levert "Casanova," (Atlantic)
No. 8
5. Tiffany "I Think We're Alone
Now," (MCA) No. 9
6. Expose "Let Me Be The One,"
(Arista) No. 11
7. Billy Idol "Mony, Mony,"
(Chrysalis) No. 6
8. Lisa Lisa & Cult Jam "Lost In
Emotion," (Columbia) No. 7
CHARTBUSTER

RKrHT- WE'RE HIRIN6 SCABS TO
PLAY OUR RE0ULAR CHARACTERS.,
P/JPlTtONS ARE TOPAY... FACT,
THERE'S A 6R0UP 0UTSIPE NOW
WHOSE CAREERS CCULP AIL USE
A UTTLE
smmop.

m
ct&eeu.
I
"1.
wnm
TOPAYW K66W

TOM

I

sri/eeR'

m nee
mries

»»•j

mm !

(OV '

W2&IM"£ZKIPS

BRYANT

seme

iMa-u/K
panpa
eeuee (

even"

WHERE'S THE NEW SCAB
HIREP TO PLAY BILL THE
CAT ? WE'VE EOT A
SCENE TO _
PO/
here
v<fcv\)
E AM.

YOU?
THORNHVMP
H/REP YOU
FOR BILL ?

UCK ME ALL
OVER THE FACE
TWICE, MAYBE
FIFTY, TIMES A
PAY.

HE UKEP MY
PURR/NO. NOW
WHAT POT POT
I

WHICH
EXPLAINS HIS
CONSTANT
WRETCHINO/

9. Swing Out Sister "Breakout,"
(Mercury/Polygram) New Entry
10. Michael Jackson "Bad,"
(Epic) No. 4
11. Bruce Springsteen "Brilliant
Disguise," (Columbia) No. 12
12. Sting "We'll Be Together," (A&
M) No. 14
13. Billy Medley, Jennifer Warnes "(I've Had) The Time Of My
Life," (RCA) No. 17
14. Richard Marx "Should've
Known Better," (EMI-Manhattan)
No. 16
15. The Cars "You Are The Girl,"
(Elektra) No. 10
16. Whitney Houston "Didn't We
Almost Have It All," (Arista) No. 15
17. Stevie Wonder "Skeleton,"
(Motown) New Entry
18. Debbie Gibson "Shake Your
Love," (Atlantic) New Enti]\;
19. Whitesnake "Here I Go
Again," (Geffen) No. 17
20. Europe "Carrie," (Epic) No. 20

YA KNOW, I WAS PONT LISTEN
WARNEP A6AINST TO THOSE
FLAYIN6 THIS
Blb-MOUTHEP
"BILL" CHARAC- STRIKERS..
TER.
\
NOW LET'S JUST
'
OCT TO OUR FIRST
ml I J
SCENE

"ACT I, PANEL 1:
BIU. THE CAT OWES
STEVE A SWEPISH
COCONUT OIL MA55ACE "

1OCT A SCENE WITH
OPUS.' PIP SOMEBOPX
REMEMBER TO HIRE H/S
SCAB REPLACEMENT ?/'

ill 01 LIE FVNT TRE
E-LOOPY WEIL EXCfTEP .
•BOUT A NEW CAREER/
SO LETS 6ET COWNTO

\

A MA5SA06
ARE YOU
QUITE
SURE T

\

7

IF TM
LYtN',
I'M PYtN'.

\

\

Top R&B/Soul
1. Glenn Jones "We've Only Just
Begun (The Romance Is Not Over),"
(Jive/RCA) Last Week: No. 2
2. Marlon Jackson "Don't Go,"
(Capitol) No. 5
3. Michael Jackson "Bad," (Epic)
No. 1
4. Oran "Juice" Jones "Cold
Spending My Money," (Def JamColumbia) No. 6
5. Deja "You and Me Tonight,"
(Virgin) No. 10

EUO,
MATE'

CHARTBUSTER
6. Stevie Wonder "Skeletons."
(Motown) New Entry
7. Stephanie Mills "(You're
Puttin') A Rush On Me," (MCA) No. 4
8. The O'Jays "Lovin' You,"
(EMI-Manhattan) No. 8
9. Surface "Lately," (Columbia)
No. 9
10. The Temptations "I Wonder
Who She's Seeing Now," (Motown)
New Entry

Album Releases
"New Monkees" by New Monkees (Warner Bros.) ... "Out Loud" by
OUTLOUD (Warner Bros.) ... "Never
Never Land" by Simon F ... "The
Fool and the Hummingbird" by
Peter Kater (Silver Wave)

TM SORRY,
MR. FONT... YOU'RE
JUST FAR TOO
URBANE FOR US
HERE ON THE COMiX
PACE..

SOME SERIOUS

FINE..HERE'S THE SCENE:
-STEVE IS ON THE FLOOR. A
JEALOUS EIRLFRIENP HAS JUST
CUT HIS LEES OFF WITH A
JWz. CARROT PEELER.'.'

"...THEN OPUS WALKS IN
ANP SAYS SOME
WISTFULLY
POIONANT. '

mm
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CHARGER FEVERS

CATCH IT!!!!

SKETBALLCREWHOCKEYSOCCERVOLLEYBALLTENNISBASKETBALL
Soccer team opens season

Black Bears soundly defeat Chargers
by Damon Jones
sports reporter
On Friday, Oct. 30, and Sunday,
Nov. 1, the UAH Hockey Team opened
their season against the University of
Maine with two losses.
The first game against Maine ended
in a 2-8 loss, and the second ended in a
2-9 loss.
But for the Chargers, those two
losses are nothing to feel bad about.
The team played with speed and
intensity against the fourth ranked
Black Bears and showed that they plan
on taking their new Division I status
seriously.
"We've started off this season with a
young team and played a highly
competitive team," said UAH Head
Hockey Coach Doug Ross."We had the
potential to beat Maine, as could be
seen in the first period mark in both
games. We just didn't play to the best of
our ability. We still have high hopes for
a competitive and successful season,"
Ross added.
"Our team played pretty well
considering it was the first week we
were on the ice," said Jim Goonan, a
red-shirt transfer from Upsala College
in New Jersey. "Maine had already
been playing arid had the experience
that made a difference."
Members of the Black Bear team had
favorable comments about the
Chargers. Mike McHugh, the left wing
in the powerful Maine first line said of
Sunday's game, "It wasn't really an 8-2
game. They have some good recruits
like Bryan Moller. They can compete
with a lot of Division I schools."
Maine, the number two squad in the
nation, dominated UAH this last week.
But, playing such an aggressive team
so early in the season will give the
Chargers a good idea of what to expect
later in the season. It will also give
them the opportunity to prepare for a
much more competitive and serious
season.
"It's proved to be a learning, as well

Black Bear Mike McHugh (center) knocks
the puck away from Charger Mike
Fairbanks (left). Ranked #2 in the nation,
the University of Maine soundly defeated
UAH in a weekend series.
(photo by Hajin Kim)

as developing, stage in our tactics. We
didn't take the game too lightly, but we
weren't prepared for so highly
competitive hockey," concluded Ross.
UAH will be hosting Windsor
College on Nov. 13, and the entire
squad has high hopes for a win.

CHARGER HOCKEY ROSTER
Name

HOCHEV

Chris Parsons
Paul Scott
Paul Blum
Randey Carey
Mike Fairbanks
Mike O'Connor
Richard Sloan
Jim Jodzis
Steve Kasprzak
Ralph Drensek
Mike Bulka
Mike Lobes
Dino Ferrante

Class
JR
SO
SR
JR
SR
JR
SO
SR
SO
JR
JR
SR
SO

JL
1
2
5
7
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
17
21

Pos.
G
D
RW
D
C
RW
C
D
C
LW
C
LW
RW

1987-88 Charger Hockey Schedule
November 13, 14
November 20, 21
November 27, 28
December 4, 5
December 7, 8
December 11, 12
January 1, 2
January 8, 9
January 15, 16
January 22, 23
January 29, 30
February 12, 13
February 19, 20
February 26, 27

Windsor University (Canada)
SUNY Geneso (New York)
at University of MichiganDearborn Tournament
Assumption College (Mass.)
at Alaska-Anchorage University
at Alaska-Fairbanks University
University of Wisconsin-Superior
at St. Cloud University
at University of Michigan-Dearborn
College of St. Thomas (Minn.)
New Hampshire College
at Air Force
St. Cloud University
Alabama Face-Off Tournament
UAH
U.S. Air Force Academy
Royal Military College of Canada
University of Michigan-Dearborn

7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m., 2 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
7:30 p.m., 5 p.m.
7:30 p.m.
TBA

Introducing "BREAKFAST TACOS"
To Huntsville!
Try Our New Batter Dipped French
Fries And Our Beef or
Chicken Fajita.
Breakfast Taco:
Bacon or Sausage with Potatoes and Or Eggs,
Served Hot on a Flour Tortilla

99

SERVED MONDAY-SATURDAY 6-10:30 a.m.
Phono Alwad For largo Ordort

837*8887

mNOV. COUPON SPECIAL
BEEF or CHICKEN

FAJITA

FRENCH FRIES
16-Oz. COKE
Prolan I Thl« Coupon At Window

1.99

I
I
I

Plus I
Tax I

-J

University

Mon. - Thur.
6 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Fri. - Sat.
6 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Bob Wallace

Sun
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.

i
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Guest pickers fall short in sixth week of forecasting
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor

Georgia at Florida and Kentucky at
Vanderbilt. Now I plan on telling you
who I am picking in those games and
WHY.
First, I am picking Florida State over
Auburn.
The Seminoles are A-l
certified BAD! Auburn is a great team,
but I do not think they can hold off a
Seminole teepee party. If Auburn does
pull this one out, I expect to see them in
the Sugar Bowl. They will deserve it.
Next, I am picking Florida over
Georgia. I realize that it would be a

This has been an eventful week.
Someone accused me of being too
unimaginative in my football picks.
Well, I am in first place, so I guess it
could not be all that bad.
This week's schedule is ominous.
There are several key games in the
SEC that make this weekend a living
hell for forecasters. There is Alabama
at LSU, Florida State at Auburn,

good chance for the Bulldogs to better sensation Wendell Davis. Can the
their record, but I cannot believe that Tigers pull together and beat Bama?
Florida could lose two SEC games in a Well, Bama has the best shot of a win
row. Auburn held them off last week, this weekend if they can pull together.
but the Bulldogs will not get so lucky. If the Tide blows this one, they can kiss
Last, but not least by a long shot, is the Sugar Bowl good-bye till next
the Alabama vs. LSU game. season.
Now to see if my hunches are right...
Ordinarily, I would go with the Tigers
P.S. Would the Zookeeper call me at
on this one, but I think I may go
against the odds on this one. LSU's the office and make himself/herself
starting quarterback, Tom Hudson, available for a short interview, along
was injured in last week's match up with another of the zoo animals that
against Ole Miss, as was senior want to talk, squeal, or yell?
guest athlete^rzExponent staff—guest student-

College football
games scheduled
November 7, 1987

Cindy Rodriguez
editor

Alabama at LSU
FSU at Auburn
Georgia at Florida
Louisville at Tennessee
Kentucky at Vanderbilt
Tulane at Miss. St.
Oklahoma St.
at Oklahoma
Boston College
at Notre Dame
Iowa St. at Nebraska
Purdue at Michigan St.
Illinois at Indiana
UCLA at Oregon St.
Penn St. at Maryland
Miami, Ohio
at Miami, Fla.
Clemson at N.C. State

Alabama
Auburn
Georgia
Tennessee
Vanderbilt
Miss. St.
Oklahoma

Alabama
FSU
Florida
Tennessee
Kentucky
Miss. St.
Oklahoma

LSU
FSU
Florida
Tennessee
Kentucky
Miss. St.
Oklahoma

LSU
Auburn
Florida
Tennessee
Kentucky
Miss. St.
Oklahoma

LSU
Auburn
Florida
Tennessee
Kentucky
Miss. St.
Oklahoma

LSU
FSU
Florida
Louisville
Kentucky
Miss. St.
Oklahoma

Alabama
Auburn
Florida
Tennessee
Kentucky
Miss. St.
Oklahoma

Alabama
Auburn
Florida
Tennessee
Vanderbilt
Miss. St.
Oklahoma

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Boston College

Nebraska
Michigan St.
Indiana
UCLA
Penn St.
Miami, Fla.

Nebraska
Michigan St.
Indiana
UCLA
Penn St.
Miami, Fla.

Nebraska
Michigan St.
Indiana
UCLA
Penn St.
Miami, Fla.

Nebraska
Michigan St.
Indiana
UCLA
Penn St.
Miami, Fla.

Nebraska
Michigan St.
Indiana
UCLA
Penn St.
Miami, Fla.

Nebraska
Michigan St.
Indiana
UCLA
Penn St.
Miami, Fla.

Nebraska
Michigan St.
Illinois
UCLA
Penn St.
Miami, Fla.

Nebraska
Michigan St.
Indiana
Oregon St.
Penn St.
Miami, Fla.

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

Clemson

13-2
71-17-2

66-22-2

last week's results
overall results

11-4
63-25-2

11-4

No. Carolina

12-3
70-18-2

12-3
64-22-2

9-6
63-25-2

8-7
60-28-2

9-6
67-21-2

Volleyball team wins one for home crowd
by Jennifer Grace
intern reporter

I!

Last Monday week the UAH Lady
Charger's volleyball team was
d«. > a t e d b y n a t i o n a l l y r a n k e d
Mcntevallo (1-15),(2-15), (5-15).
"The score was not indicative of our
actual level of play during the match,"
said volleyball coach Leila Nabors.
Some spectators also commented that

(Crossword puzzles,
MagicMaze on page 6)
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the Chargers played very competitive
overall.
Immediately following the
Montevallo match, UAH took on the
Lady Parsons of Snead State. In the
first game, the Chargers fell behind by
a few points, but came back to win (1512). UAH controlled the second game
right from the start. From a score of 5-3
early in the game, the Chargers then
rattled off ten consecutive points under
one server (a relatively new member of
the team) to win the game and the
match. This was the first home court

victory in UAH volleyball history
(that's 2 years).
On Wednesday, the Chargers
traveled to Jacksonville State. After
winning the first two games
Jacksonville thought the match was
totally under control. But the Chargers
came back to attack in the third game
with hitters Lee Bradley, Sybil
Peterson, Caroline Prince, and Karla
Kilpatrick all giving strong
performances. This was due to the
careful setting of freshman Lisa
Staton, who also served 7 consecutive

serves during the game.
The Chargers pulled ahead to win
that one, (15-6), but then fell behind in
the fourth game and lost (5-15),
therefore losing the match 1-3. Overall
this was an improvement over the
match against Jacksonville earlier in
the season.
Friday, November 6, is the last
volleyball match of the season. It will
be played at 7 p.m. in Spargins Hall.
Come and cheer on the Chargers as
they go for win number two on their
home court!

USA downs Charger soccer team
by Cindy Rodriguez
editor
It was UAH's second shut-out of the
season as the University of South
Alabama went on to defeat the
Chargers 3-0. The Chargers, however,
put up a good fight against USA who
earlier in the season had won the
match 6-1. Set on avenging
themselves, the Chargers set up a
tough defense, but missed out scoring
several shots with their crippled
offense.
Dr. Ostap Stromecky, UAH's soccer
coach, said of the game against USA:
"Against the University of South
Alabama the UAH Soccer Team
played very well. As a matter of fact we
controlled the game and had many
chances to score, however, we were not
able to take advantage of these
opportunities. On the other hand, it

seemed as if USA couldn't miss."
After minutes of kicking the ball
back and forth, USA scored their first
goal against UAH goalie Steven Little.
USA scored early into the half with a
penalty. UAH goalie Steven Little
made the effort to save the ball
knowing it would almost be an
impossible goal to save. The Chargers
were awarded a penalty shot of their
own later. UAH player Aston Rhodes
came face to face with USA's
netminder, but his shot bounced off of
the left goal post and the Chargers
were unable to score on the rebound.
The second half looked bleak for the
Chargers as USA scored their third
goal, but the Chargers did not allow
USA the pleasure of a fourth, fifth, or
sixth goal as had previously happened.
In fact as Stromecky commented, "We
played, and USA scored."

The end of the soccer season will find
the Chargers playing Birmingham
Southern today at 2:30 p.m. This final
match will be played at Birmingham
Southern, NOT the UAH Charger
Field as mentioned in the UAH 1987
Soccer Schedule. Go get 'em guys.

Dave Richardson
named player of week
by Rea McLeroy
for The Exponent
UAH has named soccer player Dave
Richardson to be the October 12-18
Player of the Week.
Richardson, a forward who covers
the wing position, was moved to the
midfield position for the Berry College
and Alabama A&M University games.
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College Football '87

CONTEST!
GRAND PRIZE
One Briefcase
One UAH Satin Jacket
and a plush stuffed animal

WEEKLY PRIZES
A different surprise each week!
The Kappa Delta intramural flag football team prepares their strategy
against Delta Zeta in a recent match.
(photo by Hajin Kim)

prize winner will be selected at the end of the season by random draw from
contest winners.

CONTEST SEVEN

Intramural flag football results in
The results for Week 4 of the
intramural football games, played
Nov. 1, are as follows:
MEN'S DIVISION
--BSU over Bombers, 20-18;
-Dolphins over Soldiers of Satan, 38-0;
-Barbarians over GDI, 16-0;

--ATO over Sigma Chi Gamma, 16-0;
-Champs over BSU, 20-16;
-Kettle over Soldiers of Satan, 30-6;
-Kappa Alpha Psi over Pikes, 12-6;
-Delta Chi Dawgs over ATO, 20-8;
-Aeta Moon Pies over Old Swillers,
forfeit.

Intramural racquetball tournament held
The 1987 Intramural Racquetball
Tournament was held October 23 and
24 with 35 students and alumni
participating. The divisional winners
and scores of the championship
matches are as follows:

Women's Beginning

Becky Hawkins defeated Tonya
Kennel 7-11, 15-11, 11-6.

Men's Beginning

Bret Crow defeated Mark Turner
15-5, 15-6.

Men's Intermediate

Curtis Brooks defeated Jason
Hoomani 15-4, 15-1.

Men's Advanced

George Neal defeated Cary
Stonebraker 15-3, 15-8.
All divisional winners received a
championship T-shirt and a lunch or
dinner for two at a Huntsville
restaurant. The Intramural
department wishes to thank all the
participants for making this
tournament a success.

Run your ow n
companyat 26.
We're looking for a few good college students and graduates who
can fill the shoes of a Marine Corps officer. That's a pretty tall order.
It means leading other Marines. Being responsible for their
well being. But that's something no civilian job offers you at 26.
If you think you're a real company man, see your
Marine Corps Officer Selection Officer for details, yggffi
1-800-423-2600.

LSU
Florida State
North Carolina
Geogia
Oklahoma St.

1

1 Alabama

•
1

1

1 1
- J

Boston College
Illinois
Virginia
Tulane
Houston
Duke
Michigan
Purdue
Rutgers
Virginia Tech

Clemson
Florida
Oklahoma
Notre Dame

n
i i
i i
i i
i i
i
i i
i i
i i

a
•
•

Auburn

Indiana
Georgia Tech
Miss. State
Texas
Wake Forest
Minnesota
Michigan St.
Pittsburgh

r
•
•
•
•
•
• •
• a

•

•
»

•
a

West Virginia

TIE BREAKER:

Predict the total points scored in the Florida - Georgia game.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY

STATE

It's easy to enter. Test your football wizardry.

RULES

Marines

We're lookingfor a few good men.

Call collect (615) 736-5185 for interview with Capt Hearnsberger

1) Select one winning team or a tie for each game listed. Two marks or no mark
will be judged a missed game.
2) Estimate the combined points scored by both teams in this tie-breaker game.
3) Weekly Winner will be determined by the most correct games selected. In.
case of a tie the tie-breaker will be used to determine which contestant is closer
to the combined score of the two teams.
4)Decision of the judges is final.
5)Entries must be received at the UAH University Bookstore, ground floor of
the University Center, by 5:00 p.m. Friday preceding the game day.
6)Only three entries per contestant per week are permitted.
7)Employees of the University Bookstore and the University Center as well as
Exponent staff are ineligible.
8)Each weekly winner will be awarded a specialy weekly prize by the
bookstore, have their name announced as the weekly winner in the Exponent
and be eligible for the grand prize drawing.
9)Only weekly winners will be eligible for the Grand Prize drawing at the end
of the season.

And the winner is:
Don Deerman was the winner of last week's contest.
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1988 UAH Winter HPE Schedule
i

1

"The University Of Alabama InHuntsville

For Information - Telephone 895-6007

Division of Continuing Education • PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT

li

COURSE •

SEC

COURSE TITLE

DAYS

TIME

CR.NC

BLDG.

INST.

HPE

100

01

FITNESS ENHANCEMENT

TT

8:30-9:30AM

1.0

SH

MCNAMAPA

HPE 101

01

SLIMNASTICS

KW

8:15-9:15AM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

KALB

HPE

101

02

SLIMNASTICS

TT

5:30-6:30PM

1.0

SH/108

KALB

HPE 101

03

SLIMNASTICS
(VARSITY ATHLETES ONLY I

TBA

TBA

1.0

SH/BAL-2

ROSS

HPE 102

01

AEROBIC DANCE

I

TT

1 2 : 2 0 - 1 : 2 . 0 PM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

ELROD

HPE 102

02

AEROBIC DANCE

I

MW

5:15-6:15PM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

PAULI

HPE 102

03

AEROBIC DANCE

I

MW

9 : 2 5 - 1 0 : 2 5AM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

LITTLE

HPE 104

01

BEG.

WEIGHT TRAINING

TT

11:00-12:00PM

1.0

SH/115

GRIZZARD

HPE 104

02

BEG.

WEIGHT TRAINING

S

10:00-12:00AM

1.0

SH

GR1ZZARD

HPE 104

03

BEG.

WEIGHT TRAINING
(WOMEN ONLY)

MW

5:15-6:15PM

1.0

SH/115

HPE 104

04

BEG.

WEIGHT TRAINING

MW

11:00-12:00PM

1.0

SH/115

MCNAMARA

HPE 104

05

BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING

TT

5:00-6:00PM

1.0

SH/115

WARD

HPE 105

01

BEG.

SELF DEFENSE

MW

12:20-1:20PM

1.0

SH/BAL-1

GRIZZARD

HPE

105

02

BEG.

SELF DEFENSE

SUN

1:00-3:00PM

1.0

SH/BAL-1

GRIZZARD

HPE 105

03

BEG.

SELF DEFENSE

TT

5:00-6:00PM

1.0

SH/BAL-1

SWANNER

HPE 108

01

YOGA

W

5:30-7:30PM

1.0

UNITARIAN
CHURCH

TAYLOR

HPE

110

01

BEG.

MW

6:30-7:30AM

1.0

SH/POOL

MCGREGOR

HPE

111

01

SWIMNASTICS

MW

5:15-6:15PM

1.0

SH/POOL

DOBBS

HPE 115

01

BADMINTON

MW

8: 15-9:15AM

1.0

SH/GYM

ROSS

HPE 116

01

RACQUETBALL

MW

9:25-10:25AM

1.0

SH/CTS

DEACON

HPE 116

02

RACQUETBALL
(WOMEN ONLY)

SA

8:00-10:00AM

1.0

SH/CTS

GRIGGS

HPE

NEAL

LAB FEE

SWIMMING

X

BAL-2

115

KALB

116

03

RACQUETBALL

TT

S:00-6:00PM

1.0

SH/CTS

HPE 116

04

RACQUETBALL

SUN

1:00-3:00PM

1.0

SH/CTS

NEAL

HPE 121

01

ICE SKATING

TT

12:30-1:30PM

1.0

ICE PAL

J . BOWSER

HPE 122

01

SOCIAL DANCE

M

6:00-8:00PM

1.0

SH.108

SLATER

HPE 122

02

SOCIAL DANCE

MW

12:15-1:15PM

1.0

SH/108

SLATER

HPE

125

01

BASIC HORSEBACK RIDING
(INDOOR ARENA)

TU

6:00-8:00PM

?

SP STABLE

FIORENTINC

HPE

125

02

BASIC HORSEBACK
(INDOOR ARENA)

TH

1:00-3:00PM

1

SP STABLE

FIORENTINC

WILSON

RIDING

BOWLING

9

HPE 127

01

BEG.

TH

1:00-3:00PM

1.0

PIN

HPE

129

01

SNOW SKIING ( 1 / 1 2 - 1 / 1 4 )

T.W.TH

TBA

1.0

NC

PORTER

HPE 130

01

BASKETBALL

MW

8:00-9:00AM

1.0

SH.GYM

MCNAMARA

HPE 131

01

VOLLEYBALL

T

8:00-10:00AM

1.0

SH/GYM

LEE

HPE 136

01

JAZZ

MW

6:15-7:15PM

1.0

SH'BAL-2

ARTIS

HPE 137

01

INTER.

JAZZ DANCE

MW

7:15-8:15PM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

PALICKI

HPE 140

01

INTER.

ICE SKATING

TT

1 2 : 3 0 - 1: 30PM

1.0

ICE

HPE 141

01

INTER.

SWIMMING

MW

6:30-7;30AM

1.0

SH/POOL

HPE 142

01

INTER.

SELF DEFENSE

TT

12:20-1:20PM

1.0

SH/BAL-1

GRIZ2ARD

HPE 142

02

INTER.

SELF DEFENSE

SUN

2:00-5:00PM

1.0

SH/BAL-1

GRIZZARD

HPE 144

01

INTER.

RACQUETBALL

SA

10:00-12:00PM

1.0

SH CTS

GROVER

HPE 144

02

INTER.

RACQUETBALL

SUN

3:00-5:00PM

l.C

SH/CTS

NEAL

HPE 144

03

INTER.

RACQUETBALL

MW

5:00-6:00PM

1.0

SH/CTS

SHAW

HPE

146

01

INTER. STUNTS & TUMBLING
(CHEERLEADERS ONLY)

TBA

TBA

1.0

SH/BAL-2

GRIGGS

HPE

149

01

AEROBIC DANCE

II

12:20-1:20PM

1.0 -

SH/BAL-2

FRAZIER

HPE

149

02

AEROBIC DANCE

II

5:15-6:15PM

1.0

SH BAL-2 '

SIMPERS

HPE

II

8:30-9:30AM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

LITTLE

12:00-2:00PM

1.0

SH/BAL-1

GRIZZARD

1:00r.3:00PM

1.0

PIN

WILSON

5:15-6:15PM

1.0

SH BAL-2

SIMPERS

1:00-3:C0PM

1.0

SP STABLE

FIORENTINO

DANCE

PAL

PAL

E.

BOWSER

MCGREGOR

'.49

03

AEROBIC DANCE

HPE 152

01

ADV.

SELF

HPE

157

01

ADV.

BOWLING

HPE

159

01

AEROBIC

HPE

162

01

HORSEBACK RIDING
(INDOOR ARENA)

HPE 167

01

INTER.

WEIGHT TRAINING

TT

10:00-11:00

1.0

SH-115

GRIZZARD

HPE 168

01

INTER.

SOCIAL DANCE

W

6:00-8:C0PM

1.0

SH/108

SLATER

HPE 170

01

VARSITY SPORTS-BASKETBALL

TBA

TBA

1.0

SH/205

SCARANO

HPE 170

02

VARSITY

SPORTS-BASKETBALL

TBA

TBA

1.0

SH/205

NABORS

HPE 174

01

VARSITY SPORTS-ICE HOCKEY

TBA

TBA

1.0

SH/205

ROSS

HPE

210

01

BASKETBALL OFFICIATING

SUN

1:00-5:00

2.0

SH/110

JOHNSON

HPE

220

01

SCUBA
LAB

TT
TEA

4:00-6:00PM
TBA

2.0

SH/liO

DABBS

HPE

221

01

ADV.
LAB

Tl
TEA

6:00-7:00PM
TBA

1.0

SH/110

DABBS

HPE

279

01

INSTRUMENT FLYING GRD.
(BOOKS INCLUDED)

n

6 : 0 0 - 9 : 00PM

3.0

SH/206

LARSON

HPE

291

01

CPR INSTRUCTOR
(1 9. 1/16, 1-23)

SA

8: 0 C - 4 : 0 0 A M

1.0

SH/108

FOWLER

HPE

299

01

TBA

SH

MANJONE

HPE 101

01

6:30-8:30PM

SH/206

DEFENSE

DANCE

III
II

•

SCUBA

FLD WK. ATHLETIC-PHYS
t

PHY.

FITNESS

An Affirmative Aclion Equal Opportune Institution

tm

ASSESS

978-02678

SCHOOL

ED
ANALYSIS

PAL

126

KALB

Charter Blue
The

monDAY

Tsar"ti^-/4ni'r\« I

WEDnESDflY

TUESDHY

HOT LEGS COMPETITION

1

"A C E." PENCIL GUESSING CONTEST
UC LOBBY
SIDEWALK
CHALKING
UC FRONT
SIDEWALKS

THURSDAY

FRIDAY
^

SATURDAY

UAH vs. U. of WINDSOR

. 7:30 p.m.
PEP RALLY

6:00 p.m.
FREE SHAKERSI!

HOMECOMING
DANCE ** BBR
TELI.UR.XOE

1 0:30 p.m.
$3.00 single
$5.00 couple

BANNER COMPETITION

